The evolution of the dislocation structure in randomly textured cast magnesium as a function of loading mode is studied using whole neutron diraction pattern line prole analysis and elasto-plastic self-consistent modeling. Both the experimental results and the theoretical data indicate the onset of basal slip at low stresses and the key role of prismatic slip in the macroscopic yield. Dependence of the second-order pyramidal slip on the loading mode is revealed.
Introduction
The study of the unique deformation behavior of magnesium alloys, related to their hexagonal closed packed (hcp) structure and with nearly ideal ratio of the crystallographic parameters c/a, represents a topical subject in the recent literature. Microstructural and experimental conditions for the activation of both basal and non-basal slip and various twinning mechanisms have been thoroughly studied [14] . Various theoretical models from crystal-plasticity models to atomistic calculations have been worked out for the description of the basic mechanisms of twinning, dislocation slip and twindislocation interactions [57] . The majority of the published experimental studies are based on ex situ techniques (e.g. microscopy methods, electron backscattered diraction (EBSD), X-ray diraction line prole analysis). In situ techniques, such as acoustic emission [8] , digital image correlation [9] or X-ray and neutron diraction (ND) measurements [10] during deformation tests have been successfully used for the determination of twinned volume in dierent magnesium alloys. Nevertheless, there are only few, recent papers dealing with the in situ investigation of the dislocation structure by ND method [11, 12] , providing the largest statistical ensemble, particularly for coarse grained materials. The present work deals with the study of the dislocation structure evolution as a function of the applied loading mode (tension or compression) in randomly textured cast magnesium.
Quantitative information about the particular slip systems is given using the ND prole anal-* corresponding author; e-mail: mathis@met.mff.cuni.cz • [13] . Two detector banks were positioned at ±90
• to the incident beam in order to record diraction patterns in both parallel (referred as axial detector) and perpendicular (radial detector) to the loading direction. The ND patterns were recorded at predened strain levels (0, 2, 4 and 6%) for 60 min.
EPSC modeling
The EPSC deformation model [14] with an implemented twinning scheme [5] and extended to nite strains [15] was used for theoretical description of dislocation slip and mechanical twinning on the mesoscopic (grain) level. For the evolution of the instantaneous critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) of the particular slip or
The SMARTS (spectrometer for materials research at temperature and stress) is a third-generation neutron diractometer optimized for the study of engineering materials under stress and extreme temperature.
(700) twinning system τ s with the total accumulated plastic strain Γ within the grain, an extended Voce hardening rule was applied as follows [5] : Since the original EPSC model is suitable primarily for characterization of slip-dominated deformation [1] , it was extended by Clausen et al. [5] in order to account for twin domain reorientation and associated stress relaxation.
Results and discussion
The neutron diraction patterns obtained by axial detector (bank 2) were evaluated by the convolutional multiple whole prole (CMWP) tting method [16] . In this procedure the diraction pattern is tted by the sum of a background spline and the convolution of the instrumental pattern and the proles related to crystallite (coherently scattering domain) size and dislocations.
The crystallite size broadening can be neglected due to the large grain size of the specimens studied. The tting and data evaluation procedure is described in detail in [17, 18] , therefore only a short notice is given here.
The line prole broadening caused by dislocations can be characterized by the mean-square-strain
where f (η) is the Wilkens function, f i are the fractions of the particular slip system families . The average dislocation contrast factorC (i)
hkl corresponding to the i-th slip system family can be expressed as
where q 1,i and q 2,i are two parameters depending on the anisotropic elastic constants and z is a parameter depending on the lattice constant and the diraction vector.C (i) hk0 is the average dislocation contrast factor of the hk0 type reections for the i-th slip system family.
The outputs of the tting procedure are the dislocation density ρ and the parameters q m 1 and q m 2 . The relation between the measured and the theoretical values for q 1 and q 2 (calculated in [17, 19] ) are given by the following equations:
There are eleven slip system families considered. The notation, the Burgers vector, the slip plane and the number of slip systems for each hexagonal slip system family are listed in the paper by Dragomir and Ungár [17] Both the deformation curves (Fig. 1) and the evolution of the dislocation density (Fig. 2) is dierent for the two loading modes. The dislocation density increases for both cases (Fig. 2) , but above about 2% of applied strain the increment is higher for the compressed sample. This eect can be explained by the dierence in twin growth between tension and compression. As it was shown in our recent work [20] , in compression a rapid growth of nucle- Fig. 2 . Evolution of the dislocation density as a function of the applied strain for both tension and compression.
ated extension ({1012}-type) twins takes place, contrary to the tension, where nucleation of several twin variants within a single grain is preferred at the expense of the twin growth (see also [21] ). The twin growth is related to the concurrent activity of prismatic and basal a dislocations [22] . Furthermore, the dislocations crossing the parent-twin boundary can transmute to a less mobile type and this process yields an increase in the dislocation density owing to the reduced annihilation ability [6] .
Finally, in grains, which are completely consumed by twins, activation of c + a slip is expected [23] .
The evolution of the ratio of fractions of basal and prismatic a dislocations with increasing strain (Fig. 3) proves the key role of prismatic a slip in the macroscopic yield. The prismatic a slip seems a bit more active in tension, which is in good agreement with the observation of Agnew et al. [23] . It should be noted that from the point of view of the neutron diraction proles, the prismatic and pyramidal a dislocations contribute to the line broadening by similar manner. Making difference between them needs a deeper analysis, which is beyond the scope of this paper. Despite of considering only the prismatic a slip here, we do not exclude the possibility of the activity of pyramidal a slip.
A signicant inuence of the loading mode on the activity of particular dislocation types can be found in the case of second-order pyramidal dislocations (Fig. 3) .
Whereas in tension, the a / c + a ratio is essentially unchanged, in compression a slightly higher fraction of c + a was observed above 2% strain. The main reason for such a behavior can be found again in the rapid twin growth in compression. When a grain completely changes his initial orientation as a consequence of the extension twinning, or the twin growth is limited (e.g. owing to the back-stresses induced by the neighboring grains [24] ), the further deformation is substantiated by activation of a new mechanism. The dislocation slip in the second order ({1122} 11 23 ) pyramidal plane, accommodating strain along the crystal c−axis and oering ve independent slip systems is the possibility, which was found out and studied both experimentally [7, 25] and theoretically [26] . Fig. 3 . Dependence of the ratios of the fraction of atype dislocations versus c + a -type dislocations and fraction of basal a versus prismatic a dislocations on the applied strain for both loading modes, as evaluated by neutron diraction peak prole analysis.
In the calculations of the EPSC model we incorporated twenty thousand grains with random texture distribution, basal, prismatic, rst-and second order pyramidal slip and extension twinning were considered in the calculations. The initial tting parameters are listed in the Fig. 4 . Dependence of the ratios of the activity of atype dislocation slip versus c + a -type dislocation slip and activity of basal a slip versus prismatic a slip on the applied strain for both loading modes, as calculated using EPSC model. 
Conclusions
The loading mode dependence of the evolution of the dislocation structure up to the strain of 6% was investigated using a concept based on the neutron diraction line prole analysis and the EPSC modeling. The dislocation density was found to be higher in compression than in tension above 2% of applied strain. It was shown that the non-basal a slip plays a substantial role in the macroplasticity in both tension and compression. Slip in the second-order pyramidal system exhibited a dependence on the loading mode. The activity of c + a slip was signicantly higher in compression than in tension.
The EPSC model predicted well the experimentally observed behavior of particular slip modes.
